After the probabilistic inversion-where we use only the expert assessment to constrain the fast dynamics parameters (λ and T crit )-the inferred expert prior ranges relative to the wide prior ranges are displayed in Fig 2a. These differ from the parameter distributions that result from the hybrid inversion (Fig 2b) , when we use the paleoclimatic and instrumental data to further constrain the parameters. We note that the Last Interglacial period (LIG) is the only time in the hindcast simulations during which the fast dynamic disintegration is potentially triggered.
in the hindcast simulations during which the fast dynamic disintegration is potentially triggered. (Fig 2a versus Fig 2b) is a result of eliminating parameter sets which would trigger the fast dynamics too frequently (T crit too low), thereby yielding simulations that overestimate the volume of disintegrated ice during the LIG. Similarly, we attribute the decreased upper range for T crit to eliminating parameter sets that would yield simulations that do not trigger the fast dynamics frequently enough, thereby underestimating the volume of disintegrated ice during the LIG. In the following text, we discuss and interpret this secondary mode when only the expert assessment is assimilated in the calibration.
We investigate the source of the secondary mode in T crit (Fig 2a and S3c Fig) using supplemental experiments. First, we vary only the fast dynamics parameters, constrained only by the expert assessments. We hold the other model parameters fixed at a maximum posterior In a second experiment, we explore the parameter space of the fast dynamics parameters using Latin hypercube sampling [1] . We further widen the assumed priors for the fast dynamics parameters, as shown by the range of the figure (S4 Fig). We hold the other model parameters fixed at a maximum likelihood estimate. We use Latin hypercube sampling to generate the fixed parameters, with their likelihood constrained by all of the data, including the expert assessments and the paleoclimatic windows. We constrain the fast dynamics parameters using the expert assessments, but not the paleoclimatic calibration windows (S4b Fig). The results show that the model simulations with a low trigger temperature, T crit , and a high disintegration rate, λ, still agree with the expert assessments ( S4b Fig) . This is because fast dynamics are no longer triggered once the volume of the ice sheet falls below 18 million km 3 .
This prevents anomalous combinations of fast dynamics parameters from melting the entire ice sheet during the Last Interglacial (LIG), which is not included as a constraint in the Latin hypercube sampling or the probabilistic inversion. Adding the LIG as a constraint in the coupled probabilistic-Bayesian inversion eliminates the secondary mode (Fig 2b) .
The Latin hypercube sampling of the widened fast dynamics parameters (S4 Fig) further shows that the model does not necessarily reject non-physical values for the fast dynamics parameters (i.e. model runs where the disintegration rate, λ, is less than zero or T crit is so low that all of the susceptible ice would have melted long ago). We further find that the expert assessments create a discontinuity in parameter space between non-physical and more physically plausible fast dynamics parameters ( S4b Fig). Initializing the random-walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with non-physical values for the fast dynamics parameters would make it much more difficult to sample physically plausible values.
